Endoscopy services in KwaZulu-Natal Province, South Africa, are insufficient for the burden of disease: Is patient care compromised?
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Background. Endoscopy services are central to the diagnosis and management of many gastrointestinal (GI) diseases.

Objective. To evaluate the adequacy of endoscopy services in the public sector hospitals of KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) Province, South Africa, in 2016.

Methods. A cross-sectional study was performed using a questionnaire completed by the clinical heads of endoscopy units in the public hospitals in KZN.

Results. The heads of 11 of the 12 endoscopy units responded. Two units were in tertiary-level hospitals and nine in regional hospitals. A total of 22 353 endoscopic procedures were performed annually, averaging 2 032 cases per annum per centre; they were performed by 89 endoscopists, of whom 72 (80.1%) were general surgeons. There were 0.06 registered gastroenterologists (GEs) per 100 000 population. Each endoscopist performed an average of 263 endoscopies per annum. There were 1.18 endoscopy rooms available per unit, and two units had on-site fluoroscopy available. The average waiting period for an upper endoscopy was 27 (range 7 - 60) days, for colonoscopy 29 (range 7 - 90) days and for duodenoscopy/endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography 13 (range 4 - 20) days. This included patients with alarm symptoms for GI cancers. Equipment breakages interrupted most services, except for one hospital that had a service contract. Unit heads cited lack of equipment, trained staff and maintenance contracts as major shortcomings.

Conclusions. Endoscopy units in KZN are not adequately equipped to deal with the endoscopy workload and services are plagued by frequent disruptions, which impact negatively on service delivery. There is a need to train more GEs. Patient care is compromised in these public hospitals.


Gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms have varied presentations in common diseases encountered in both general and specialist practice. The spectrum of GI disease varies around the world. Traditionally low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) are most commonly burdened by infectious diseases of the GI system. Diarrhoeal diseases, hepatitis B virus (HBV) and Helicobacter pylori are major contributors to morbidity and mortality.[4] Non-infectious diseases, especially GI cancers such as oesophageal cancer and hepatocellular carcinoma, are highly prevalent on the east coast of South Africa (SA), and cancers often present at an advanced stage.[5,6]

Clinical guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of GI disease are usually developed in high-income settings and then applied in clinical practice in low- and middle-income settings.[6] These guidelines often depend on advanced endoscopic and ultrasonic techniques, utilising computer software for managing basic data and documentation.[9] However, the applicability of these innovative modalities and advances to practice in LMICs is unclear. Attempts to translate these guidelines into practice in LMICs are often hampered by infrastructural and human resource constraints.[10,11] Endoscopy services and computerised data collections form the backbone of gastroenterology services and are often poorly developed in LMICs.

Context remains important, and recognising the different working conditions in which guidelines are implemented is an important step towards narrowing the gap between gastroenterology in rich and poor countries. SA has a dual healthcare system consisting of a privately funded and a publicly funded health system. The system is based on the values and principles of primary healthcare, but major discrepancies prohibit equal access for the majority of the population. In KZN the publicly funded healthcare system provides access to healthcare to an estimated 8.5 million people (~85% of the KZN population).[10] Estimations suggest that the local need for oesophagogastroduodenoscopy (OGD) is 1 per 100 population per year and for colonoscopy 1 per 250 population per year.[9] There should therefore be capacity for 80 000 endoscopies a year in the public sector in this region.[11]

The number of gastroenterologists (GEs) per 100 000 is 3.9 in the USA, 2.1 in Australia and 1.41 in the UK, all high-income countries (HICs).[10,11] In SA there are 0.12 per 100 000,[12] which is well below...
the recommended minimum of 0.22 per 100 000.\textsuperscript{[10]} The World Gastroenterology Organisation recommends one GE for every 50 000 population.\textsuperscript{[10]} Based on this number, at least 1 000 GEs are required in SA, which translates to \textasciitilde 100 in the KZN public sector.

A functional endoscopy unit requires at least three endoscopy suites (otherwise a minimum of two rooms) for units carrying out >3 000 endoscopies per year with three dedicated endoscopists.\textsuperscript{[10]} The National Health Service (NHS) in the UK has set the benchmark of a maximum 2-week delay from the onset of alarm symptoms to endoscopy, referred to as the two-week rule (TWR). Their average waiting times are 1.2 weeks for urgent cases and 3.4 weeks for non-urgent cases, with a range of 1 - 6 weeks.\textsuperscript{[14]} This endpoint is heavily influenced by the number of trained endoscopists and facilities available.

**Objective**

To audit the GI endoscopy services in KZN and compare these with the current guidelines for infrastructure, number of endoscopists and number of GE/GPs and the effect the available resources and manpower have on achieving a TWR.

**Methods**

A cross-sectional study of the KZN hospitals providing an endoscopy service was performed using a questionnaire addressed to the head of each endoscopy unit (HOU). The questionnaire was sent via email in August 2016 to the head of endoscopy services in each hospital in the province that was eligible for inclusion. The HOUs were required to consent to and complete the questionnaire based on historical facility data over the past year. The questionnaire was devised to gather information on endoscopy services in KZN by using a combination of quantitative and qualitative questions.

The format of the questionnaire was designed to gather information on the number of endoscopists and the registered qualification (e.g. general surgeon, medical or surgical GE, etc.) of each endoscopist in that particular unit. Information on the institutional facilities focused on the endoscopic equipment and the instruments available to perform specific procedures, e.g. endoscopic injection and endoscopic banding. The final part consisted of qualitative questions on facilities or equipment that the HOU perceived would potentially improve the service in their specific endoscopic unit. Descriptive data were analysed and processed using Microsoft Excel, 2011 version (Microsoft, USA).

**Ethics approval**

Ethics approval was obtained from the University of KwaZulu-Natal Biomedical Research Ethics Committee (ref. no. BE051/16) and the KZN Department of Health (DoH) (ref. no. KZ. 2016 RP37 97).

**Results**

**Facilities, staff and waiting lists**

The questionnaire was sent to the 12 KZN hospitals that perform endoscopy, and 11 HOUs responded. Two hospitals were tertiary level and nine were regional (Table 1). The non-responding hospital was a district-level institution. The main central referral hospital was a district-level institution. The main central referral hospital (general surgeon, medical or surgical GE, etc.) of each endoscopist on the number of endoscopists and the registered qualification (e.g. self-expandable metal stents were placed in four hospitals, with the ten units had oesophageal dilators available; four units had both balloon dilators and Savary-Gilliard dilators and six had only Savary-Gilliard dilators. Three hundred and seventy oesophageal self-expandable metal stents were placed in four hospitals, with the two tertiary-level hospitals placing 295 of these. There were 409 biliary sphincterotomies performed, 327 (80.0%) of them in the two tertiary-level hospitals. Three hospitals lacked on-site endoscopic banding devices. One regional and one tertiary-level hospital had only on-site access to H. pylori testing. One other hospital was equipped to perform endoluminal resection and submucosal dissection.

An estimated 22,353 endoscopic procedures were performed across all the hospitals annually, averaging 2,032 cases per annum per centre. There was a total of 89 active endoscopists, which equates to about 1 per 100,000 population. Of these, 43 were general surgeons, 29 surgical medical officers, 8 medical GEs, 8 surgical GEs and 1 a general physician. General surgeons and surgery medical officers represented 89.9% of all active endoscopists. There were 0.06 trained medical and surgical GEs per 100,000 population. An average of 263 endoscopies were performed per endoscopist per year, and 1,597 endoscopies were performed per endoscopy room per year. The total number of operational endoscopes available for the 11 units was as follows: 30 upper endoscopes, 19 colonoscopes, 10 duodenoscopes, 3 endoscopic ultrasound, 1 balloon-assisted enteroscope and 1 capsule endoscopy facility. Each unit had an average of 1.18 endoscopy rooms. The average waiting time for all booked cases, including those with alarm symptoms, was as follows: upper endoscopy 27 (range 7 - 60) days, colonoscopy 29 (range 7 - 90) days and duodenoscopy/ERCp 13 (range 4 - 20) days. If the main teaching hospital endoscopic facilities are excluded, an average of 616 endoscopies per year were performed. Two units performed >3 000 endoscopies per annum. All the units were involved in training for OGD and colonoscopy, with the two tertiary units offering additional training in ERCP.

**Shortages and breakages**

All the hospitals except the main teaching hospital experienced endoscopy shortages that disrupted services. There was an average of three upper endoscopic repairs of upper endoscopes per hospital per year (range 0 - 8), and 1.25 repairs of colonoscopes (range 0 - 2). In the four units performing ERCP there were eight repairs to duodenoscopes, with one unit requiring four repairs. Two of these units stopped performing ERCP, one owing to lack of funding for ERCP accessories and another owing to prolonged disruption of fluoroscopy services. Fluoroscopy was available in only two units, but six others had fluoroscopy available in a theatre complex. Ten units had oesophageal dilators available; four units had both balloon dilators and Savary-Gilliard dilators and six had only Savary-Gilliard dilators. Three hundred and seventy oesophageal self-expandable metal stents were placed in four hospitals, with the two tertiary-level hospitals placing 295 of these. There were 409 biliary sphincterotomies performed, 327 (80.0%) of them in the two tertiary-level hospitals. Three hospitals lacked on-site endoscopic banding devices. One regional and one tertiary-level hospital had only on-site access to H. pylori testing. One other hospital was equipped to perform endoluminal resection and submucosal dissection.

**Table 1. Hospitals providing the endoscopic services evaluated**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tertiary level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inkosi Albert Luthuli Central Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey's Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Edward VIII Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addington Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edendale Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Mahiyni Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Shepstone Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madadeni Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R K Khan Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngwelezane Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanger Hospital</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes**

---
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Open-ended questions

Respondents indicated that more equipment, availability of procedure accessories and trained endoscopy staff would improve service delivery. Furthermore, respondents felt that there was a need for service contracts to expedite the repair of broken equipment to avert disruptions in service delivery. Table 2 details the responses to the open-ended questions.

Discussion

This study investigated for the first time the current status of endoscopy services in KZN, SA. It demonstrated that endoscopy services lack facilities and trained specialist endoscopists and experience frequent breakages, which result in delays. Unlike the situation in HICs, general surgery consultants and surgery medical officers usually perform endoscopies.

The World Endoscopy Society has posted guidelines regarding the design and construction of endoscopy units and suggested minimum requirements. A minimum number of three rooms are recommended when ≥3,000 endoscopies are performed per year, with the third room catering for X-ray facilities. Our study demonstrated the lack of infrastructure to deal with this workload based on the number of endoscopies performed in relation to available endoscopic suites (average 1.18), which is below the recommendation of three. Having only a single room is problematic, as longer procedures requiring conscious sedation and endoscopy interventions such as ERCP and colonoscopy may overly occupy the often single endoscopy room available in a unit, limiting the number of routine endoscopies that can be performed on a normal working day. It is important to consider these factors when new hospitals or facility upgrades are planned.

An estimated 8.5 million people in KZN are burdened by diarrhoeal disease, HBV and H. pylori. There are still major economic disparities between communities, reflected by the number of GEs in the system. There are 0.06 GEs per 100,000 population, which is well below the recommended minimum of 0.22/100,000. It is also lower than the national average of 0.12/100,000 cited previously and compares poorly with an expected 1.4 - 3/100,000 in HICs. This trend has also been noted in other African countries. It is concerning that GE training numbers are low, with only six GEs trained per year in SA, and unlikely to make an impact in the foreseeable future unless new impetus is found.

Performing >300 colonoscopies per year has been shown to improve adenoma detection rates dramatically. It is therefore suggested that a full-time GE (performing at least 300 colonoscopies or 1,000 endoscopies a year) should perform the bulk of endoscopic procedures in an endoscopy unit. Although the number of endoscopists appears to be appropriate, the average number of 263 endoscopies performed per year is lower than the benchmark of 1,000. Availability of general surgeons in endoscopy units is generally limited because of the competing interest of running an operating theatre, interfering with a dedicated endoscopy service. The lower average number of endoscopies performed may also reflect the frequent downtime of endoscopy services due to prolonged endoscopy repair periods. Most general surgery departments are responsible for training in OGD and colonoscopy, whereas internal medicine tends to focus on the non-interventional aspects of managing these diseases. The low number of GEIs in training is a cause for concern and unlikely to change in the near future.

The average waiting times for endoscopy and colonoscopy were 27 and 29 days, respectively, including patients with alarm symptoms for malignancy. Waiting times were as long as 3 months in certain centres and exceeded the recommended TWR as used in the NHS. Repair times for damaged equipment were frequently long, and are a major factor contributing to the delays and disruptions encountered by all endoscopic facilities in the province. These delays almost certainly contribute to both morbidity and mortality. The only facility that was not subject to these delays and disruptions had a service contract in place for replacement and maintenance of endoscopes. Fluoroscopy was not freely available, necessitating movement of unwieldy equipment from a GI unit to a radiology department and increasing the risk of mechanical breakage. A move towards dedicated mobile endoscopic units provides an alternative solution; this has been successfully employed in India, and less so in SA. It may provide an alternative means of reducing long waiting times.

Recommendations

The study highlights the need to strengthen the endoscopic services by upgrading facilities and training GEs. The role of endoscopy is well established and is expanding as screening and endoscopic interventions become more common. The demand for endoscopic services will increase, requiring planning for adequate endoscopy facilities, staffing and equipment.

A number of strategies must be put in place if we hope to meet the demand for endoscopic services. An educational strategic plan to increase trainee numbers and service contracts is needed. Reducing the number of training years for GEs and staff retention strategies in the public sector may impact considerably on GE numbers in the underserviced component of the public sector. Alternative training pathways have been proposed to increase the number of GEs trained by reducing the number of years required to produce a GE. A 2-year common internal medicine trunk followed by 2 - 3 years' training in gastroenterology can potentially fast-track GE training, but has not gained traction. It is unlikely that internal medicine will be able to provide sufficient manpower to meet this massive demand. Surgeons will continue to play a major role in delivering endoscopic services in SA for the foreseeable future.

The above educational approach is a long-term tactic that may only bear fruit over the next two decades. For this reason, a broader strategic approach should involve up-skilling of secondary hospitals by ensuring the employment of appropriately skilled doctors at these institutions, and improving equipment maintenance and availability. Focus should also be placed on ensuring that clinicians performing endoscopy undergo appropriate training.

Study limitations

A limitation of the study was that data retrieval, by and large, relied on manual extraction of facility data at most of the institutions. Electronic data systems improve data retrieval and analysis of bookings, delays and actual interventions performed. The need for
the implementation of electronic data capturing in endoscopic units is well described. It ensures standardised reporting on procedures and allows retrieval of statistical data.[5] This study was not intended to compare with existing models such as the Endoscopy Global Rating Scale (GRS), which focuses on both patient satisfaction and facility standards.[19] Our evaluation focused on whether minimum staff and facilities were available. However, the need for a GRS-based quality improvement programme with modifications applied to an LMIC is apparent. Another area we did not address was washing and disinfection facilities for endoscopes, which impact on cost, safety and staff.[4,20]

Conclusion

Endoscopy services in KZN are not adequately equipped and are plagued by frequent disruptions in services. Waiting times exceed the recommended TWR. There is a need to improve physical infrastructure and endoscopic equipment. Appropriate endoscopic training is important. It is also essential to ensure that those performing endoscopy do an appropriate number of endoscopies to maintain their expertise.
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